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A SUBTITLING ANALYSIS OF COMMISSIVE UTTERANCES IN 

CAPTAIN FANTASTIC MOVIE 

 

ABSTRACT 

This research paper studies about type of commissive utterances. The aims of 

this study was to classify the types of commissive that exist in the subtitle of captain 

fantastic movie and its translation. The data are analyzed using commissive 

utterances theory by Kreidler (1998). The researcher used qualitative descriptive 

method. The researcher used a conversational phrase containing commissive 

utterances in captain fantastic movie subtitle as the data source. Based on the 

analysis, the researcher found several types of commissive utterances (promise, 

pledge, and threat). 

Keyword: commissive utterances, captain fantastic, subtitling 

ABSTRAK  

Penelitian ini mempelajari tentang tipe-tipe commissive utterances. Tujuan 

penelitian ini adalah mengklasifikasi tipe-tipe commissive utterances yang 

ditemukan pada subtitle film captain fantastic beserta terjemahannya. Data 

dianalisis menggunakan teori commissive utterances yang dikemukakan oleh 

Kreidler (1998). Peneliti menggunakan metode deskriptif kualitatif. Peneliti 

menggunakan kalimat percakapan mengandung commissive utterances sebagai 

sumber data.    Berdasarkan pada analisis, peneliti menemukan beberapa tipe 

commissive utterances (promise, pledge, threat). 

Kata Kunci: commissive utterances, captain fantastic, subtitling 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

As we have known that English is an international language, we could 

communicates with another people from different country using English as an 

alternative language, not only to connect with another but also people nowadays 

usually using English as one of job requirements, due that, the government 

submitted English as subject in our education. 

Nowadays we can learn English independently without taking some 

classes or lessons, some people learn English using internet to access a lot of 

English material in way to get understand, after that, they practices it to read 

English novel, singing an English songs, even go travelling to meet tourists 

from another country to start conversation.    Amazingly people find their own 

job from what they learn, such as tourist guide, and translator.    And sometimes 
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we don’t realize that we start learn English from movies, known that English 

movies hit the market such as cartoon, horror, action movies since our 

childhood, and the only way to get understand the conversation on the movie is 

the subtitle. 

Subtitle is conversation text which placed in the bottom of the screen 

which can make people understand well about what the characters on the movie 

saying in another language, but, sometimes we don’t really get understand the 

subtitle well because sometimes it could be different meaning between from 

what the characters are trying to express and subtitle text on the screen.   

Due that, so many people don’t understand what are the characters 

trying to say because people usually only focuses on the movie and the subtitle 

text, on this case, usually people don’t get their attention well and just keep 

watching the movie while several people asking him or herself about what are 

the characters on the movie really trying to express.  

 Based from phenomenon above, the researcher interested to analyze the 

subtitle utterance of commissive which found in Captain Fantastic movie, 

According to Levinson (1983: 240) explains that commissive “which commit 

the speaker to some future course of action, paradigm cases: promising, 

threatening, offering” while Kreidler (1998: 192) states that “speech acts that 

commit a speaker to a course of action are called commissive utterances. These 

include promises, pledges, threats and vows and the researcher found that 

mostly commissive utterances are related with directive utterances as the 

responses from the utterances 

Based on findings by Ad-Darraji, Voon Foo, Ismail, Abdulah (2012) in 

previous study which used by the researcher as his guidance has a different 

proposes on findings, the researcher proposes his findings on subtitle analysis 

which found in captain movie and its subtitling while the previous study focuses 

on speech act of offering from philosophical, social, and cultural views. 

On the other hand, the researcher using another findings on his previous 

study based from chapter II to support his research, to identify the subtitles data 

which almost contain the dialogues, the researcher starts to learn and read the 
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study from the chapter II are, Durdureanu (2011), Gola (2012), and Lauffer 

from Glendon College which has translation as their subject to analyzes their 

study.    The differentiate between them is located in the object of the study 

which Durdureanu focuses on possibility or impossibility of the translation of 

culture, while Gola tries to make a divergence translation using PanLex 

multilingual dictionary and Lauffer using observational methodology to 

evaluate methods of the translation procces. 

Besides that, in another previous study which conducts by Jabbari 

(2015) and Yarahmadi and Olfati (2011) using same speech act formula theory 

that recognized by Searle to analyze their study, the difference between this 

study are located in the objective of the study, Jabbari using commissive and 

directive utterances to analyze and doing some exploration of translation 

equivalent cross linguistic of English-Persian on mice and man novel while 

Yarahmadi and Olfati focuses to analyze the famous literary work by Anton 

Chekhov entitled The seagull using speech act theory that conducted by Searle. 

This study has objective study which formulates by the researcher, and 

the objective study are: “To classify the types of commissive utterances found 

in Captain Fantastic Movie and its subtitling.” 

Based on the explanation above, the researcher knew that he really need 

to understand what are the characters tries to say on the movie and the subtitle 

text carefully in order to avoid the misunderstanding while watching the movie, 

and he hopes that people make his research as an additional knowledge because 

it’s important to know the proposes what the characters said on the movie while 

the subtitle helps them to enjoy the movie.  

2. RESEARCH METHOD 

In analyzing the commissive utterances which found in captain fantastic 

movie subtitle the researcher uses descriptive qualitative research which means 

the researcher describes the data by referring the existence of linguistic elements 

by sentences, not counting data by statistically. The object of this study are the 

subtitles data containing commissive utterances which found in captain fantastic 

movie and it’s subtitling. The data in this research are the sentences containing 
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commissive utterances found in captain fantastic movie subtitle, and the data 

source is the movie subtitle entitled captain fantastic. The method of collecting 

data used by the researcher is note taking and the technique of the data collection 

which researcher used in this study are: first the researcher watching the movie 

repeatedly and try to match it with the subtitle to find out the commissive 

utterances sentences on the dialogue based on the movie, after that, the 

researcher marks and classifies the commissive utterances data taken from 

Captain Fantastic Movie after he types the English and Indonesian subtitle and 

continued to describe the intention  from commissive and utterances data 

classified. The last steps is interviewing the expert to recheck the classified 

commissive and utterances data in order to get the validity of data. 

3. RESEARCH FINDING AND DISCUSSION 

3.1.RESEARCH FINDING 

The researcher writer finds 28 number of data of commissive utterance 

(promise, pledge, and threat), and each types of commissive utterances has same 

meaning when it translated into target language. 

3.1.1. PROMISE TO PROMISE 

Promise is statements which make person definitely to do something in 

the future, and in this parts of context which contains promise utterances, the 

researcher identifies “it won’t happen again” as a promise utterances. 

Source language (SL) 

Harper : She was yelling at me. She pushed 

me. And I said… 

Ben      : "don't be such a fucking bitch." 

Harper : Ben. O I didn’t say that. 

Ben      : They're just words. Your words, 

but just words. 

Harper : Not spoken in this house. It's 

inappropriate in front... 

Harper : To say that in front of the kids. 

Ben      : Absolutely. Understood. 

Ben      : It won't happen again.  

Harper : Okay. 

Target language (TL) 

Harper : Dia meneriaki dan mendorongku. 

Dan aku bilang... 

Ben     : "Janganlah bersikap seperti jalang." 

Harper : Ben. Aku tak bilang itu. 

Ben     : Cuma kata-kata saja. Perkataanmu, 

tapi ya cuma kata. 

Harper : Jangan bicara seperti itu di sini.Tidak 

cocok di depan.. 

Harper : Untuk bilang itu di depan anak-anak. 

Ben      : Tentu. Dimengerti. 

Ben      : Takkan terulang lagi. 

Harper : Baik. 

Based from the utterances which found by the researcher, he concludes that 

the utterances indicated as promise because Ben promises to Harper don’t say 

rude words in front of their children again.    And the subtitle from the 
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utterances shows that the intention has same purposes that Ben tries to 

convinces Harper that he would not say rude words again, especially in front 

of their children. 

3.1.2. PLEDGE TO PLEDGE 

Pledge is a serious promise or agreement that leave with another person 

as a way to show that you will really keep your promise, that’s the different 

between pledge and promise.    And the researcher identifies “We're not gonna 

let you put her in the ground!” as pledge based on the context below. 

Source language (SL) 

Jack : Children, I'm sorry that you have to 

witness this, 

Jack : but I don't think your father is fit to 

attend the funeral. 

Ben : We're not gonna let you put her in 

the ground! 

Jack : Who do you think the police are 

gonna listen to? Me? 

Jack : Or some hippie in a clown outfit? 

Target language (TL) 

Jack : Anak-anak, maaf kalian harus 

menyaksikan ini,... 

Jack : ...tapi kurasa Ayah kalian tak bisa datang 

ke pemakaman. 

Ben : Kami takkan membiarkanmu 

menguburkannya! 

Jack : Kau pikir polisi akan dengar siapa? Aku? 

Jack : Atau pada bajingan dalam kostum badut? 

 

“We're not gonna let you put her in the ground!” utterances identified by 

researcher as pledge because Ben declares his promise to his all family members 

seriously to make his wife be cremated than be buried due his wife last will.    

And the Indonesian subtitle shows that he says his promise seriously to make it 

happen in the future, and automatically source language and target language has 

same utterance meaning, both source and target language indicated as pledge. 

3.1.3. THREATS TO THREATS 

Threats is serious statements which saying by someone that he will do 

something unpleasant if you don’t do what they want.  Based from the context 

below the researcher identifies “If you show up, I will have you arrested.” as 

threats because Jack intention in producing the utterances is to warns Ben that 

he can’t go to Leslie funeral due to he will call the officer if Ben resist to attend 

Leslie funeral and arrest him later.    The Indonesian subtitle in this utterances 

revealed same meanings with the source language too, that Jack will call the 

officer later and arrest Ben if he resist to come to the funeral, and it indicated as 

threats. 
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From each types of commissive utterances above the researcher states 

that the types of commissive utterances found in captain fantastic movie and its 

subtitling has a different result with the previous study which more focuses on 

the speech act of offering from philosophical, social, and cultural views, while 

both of the researcher and previous study using same commissive utterances 

theory by Kreidler. 

3.2.Discussion 

From the research finding above, the researcher discussing about from 

what he found, the researcher analysis the types of commisssive utterances 

found in captain fantastic movie using Kreidler (1998) theory, he states that 

there are four types of commissive utterances they are: promise, pledge, threats, 

and vows.    On the other hand the researcher only three types of commissive 

utterances from four types of commissive utterances which recognized by 

Kreidler, and there is no vows on his research findings.   Therefore the findings 

of this research is different from Kreidler theory who recognized four types of 

commisssive utterances while the researcher only found three types of 

commissive utterances on his findings.    The writer finds 28 number data of 

commissive utterances consists of 19 data of promise to promise, 3 data of 

pledge to pledge, and 6 data of threat to threat. 

On the other hand, from previous study by Ad-Darraji, Voon Foo, Ismail, 

Abdulah (2012) that is used by the researcher as guidance in his research, they 

also used commissive utterances that recognized by Kreidler as their formula 

on their research, they used commissive utterances as the art of offer from 

different perspectives which can be subsumed under two categories, and focuses 

Source language (SL)  

Harper : Jackson, put that away or I'm gonna 

put it in the microwave, press popcorn! 

Jackson : All right. 

Harper : Actually, why don't you take your 

cousins and go show them your action figure 

guys? 

Jackson : Why? 

Harper : Because they may never have seen 

them before. 

Target language (TL) 

Harper : Jackson, singkirkan dulu atau 

akan Ibu masukkan ke microwave, jadi 

popcorn. 

Jackson : Baiklah. 

Harper : Kenapa kau tak tunjukkan 

sepupumu koleksi action figure ? 

Jackson : Kenapa? 

Harper : Karena mungkin mereka belum 

pernah lihat sebelumnya. 
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on the speech act of offering from philosophical, social, and cultural views, 

while the researcher using commissive utterances theory by Kreidler focuses on 

classify the types of commissive utterances found in captain fantastic movie and 

its subtitling. 

4. CONCLUSION 

After analyzing the subtitles data found in captain fantastic movie used 

commissive utterances theory by Kreidler on chapter IV, the researcher can 

arrange some conclusions based from the objective of study on chapter I, The 

conclusions are summary from the types of commissive utterances found in 

captain fantastic movie and it subtitling analysis that has been done by the 

researcher. 

The researcher found three types of commissive utterances (promise, 

pledge, and threat), while in Kreidler there are four types of utterances (promise, 

pledge, threat, and vow), and the researcher found 19 subtitles data of promise 

to promise which contains the utterances as responses to directive utterances 

and states that first speaker makes commitment to do something for somebody 

in the future. 

The researcher found 3 subtitles data of pledge to pledge in captain 

fantastic movie, and the utterances shows that the diversification between 

promise is located in how someone made the commitment and fulfill a promise.   

And threat has 6 data subtitle that found by the researcher, and the utterances 

has sentences that the first speaker will do something unpleasant in the future 

when the addressee don’t do what they want 
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